Abstract Manipulator programs in a high-level language consist of manipulation procedures and object model declarations. As higher level languages are developed, the procedures will shrink while the declarations will grow. This trend makes it desirable to develop means for automating the generation of these declarations. A system is proposed which would permit users to specify certain object models interactively, using the manipulator itself as a measuring tool in three dimensions. A preliminary version of the system has been tested. [2] in which assembly programs would be much simpler to code than in any previously existing manipulator language. A summary of the AL language is given in the Appendix. The AL system began operation at the end of 1975. Most other laboratories and companies have chosen to pursue a teaching by doing approach to manipulator programming instead of developing high-level languages [3] , [4] . In the short run, programming by guiding is easier than programming in a formal language. In the long run, however, there is good reason to believe that the greater generality offered by a system incorporating formal languages will be desirable.
INTRODUCTION
and by similar experiments at other laboratories.
Since 1973, the main thrust of the Stanford effort has been directed at ease of programming. The approach taken was to design a new high-level language called AL [2] in which assembly programs would be much simpler to code than in any previously existing manipulator language. A summary of the AL language is given in the Appendix. The AL system began operation at the end of 1975 .
Most other laboratories and companies have chosen to pursue a teaching by doing approach to manipulator programming instead of developing high-level languages [3] , [4] . In the short run, programming by guiding is easier than programming in a formal language. In the long run, however, there is good reason to believe that the greater generality offered by a system incorporating formal languages will be desirable.
The ultimate goal of research on high-level manipulator languages is a language in which very few statements are needed to describe a highly complex assembly. For an object with N parts, perhaps a realistic goal would be to have a Manuscript received June 21, 1976 ; revised October 16, 1977 . This work language in which the assembly can be described in about N statements.
In view of this goal, the level of manipulator languages is best measured not by the richness of their computer science content, but rather by the number of source statements required to code specific applications programs. Based on this criterion, AL is the highest level manipulator language developed to date, in spite ofthe fact that it lacks arrays, lists, string variables, formatted I/O, and so forth. In particular, AL is certainly higher in level than MANTRAN [5] , WAVE [1] , and ML [6] , [7] though lower in level than the proposed AUTOPASS [8] .
It is instructive to extrapolate from AL to an absurd ultimate high-level language. In this ultimate language, a program for assembling 1000 water pumps might have this form:
DECLARE WATER-PUMP etc.; MAKE_PLAN(WATERKPUMP, ASSEMBLY-PLAN); EXECUTE-PLAN(ASSEMBLY-PLAN,1000); Such a program presumes that all the relevant artificial intelligence problems have been solved and embodied in MAKE-PLAN and all the manipulation problems have been solved and embodied in EXECUTE-PLAN. The important observation to make with respect to this absurd example is that as far as the user of such a language is concerned, all the effort of writing the program would be in expanding the "etc." in the first line.
The expansion of the "etc." constitutes the world model used by MAKE_PLAN. This world model is a complex data base, including such information as the specification of mechanical parts, component hierarchies, affixment relationships, geometric shapes, Cartesian transformations between features, material properties, and so forth. It is clear that the declaration of such a detailed world model would be a lengthy process, possibly requiring hundreds of lines of text.
The development of high level manipulation languages, therefore, will shift the problem from writing procedures to writing declarations. Already in AL a sufficiently high level has been reached that this new problem is becoming significant.
A rough measure of the importance of declarations as compared to procedures may be obtained by looking at sample AL programs [2] and taking the ratio of lines ofcode 0018-9472/78/0900-0667$00.75 (© 1978 IEEE in the two categories. Neglecting comments, three low-level AL examples have declaration to procedure ratios of 1: 2, 1: 6, and 1:3. A very high-level AL example, however, has a declaration to procedure ratio of 6: 1. Actually, the importance of declarations is even greater than these ratios would indicate, since the declarative statements tend to be far more difficult to code than the procedural statements. Even at the lowest level of AL, appreciable time can be spent in defining simple models for the initial locations of objects and their affixment structure.
Since the motivation behind high-level manipulator languages is ease of programming, and since these languages are shifting the problem from procedures to declarations, it is natural to consider means for simplifying the generation of these declarations. This report proposes in some detail a prototype system which would semi-automate the process of specifying a large class of AL declarations. An The AL language has evolved considerably during implementation, and the specifications contained in the original publication [2] have become slightly obsolete. In order to keep the discussion on a concrete footing, therefore, a summary of AL is given in the Appendix to this paper, and it will be assumed that AL declarations take exactly the form shown there. Fig. 1 files or in the form of generic parts such as Shaft will be omitted from further consideration. Fortunately, it is possible to write fairly high-level AL programs which do not need shape information, although in an ultimate high-level language, of course, geometric shape declarations will have to be provided. The eventual automation of shape declaration will some day come about through advanced interactive graphics and vision systems. It is important to realize, however, that while this major problem area is being bypassed in this discussion, the problems which remain are still substantial, and their practical solution would make it significantly easier to code AL programs.
The remaining statements may be rearranged according to their function as shown in Fig. 2 . The net effect of these statements is to describe a tree in which the nodes represent physical objects and the arcs are relationships between them. The root of the tree is an implicit object which may be called "world," and all objects which are not subparts of anything else are subparts ofworld. The subpart hierarchy is shown in graphical form in Fig. 3 The principal difficulty for the programmer in specitying this tree lies in the symbolic definition of the frames and transes, which are summarized in Fig. 4(a) . Some indication of the magnitude ofthe difficulty of accurately coding frames and transes is given by the fact that the figure in the AL publication [2] which purports to show the initial world defined by these declarations actually corresponds to the declarations given in Fig. 4 This problem frequently arises in the context ofmanipulators which are programmed by guiding them through the motions. It is not hard to guide a manipulator manually to a good grasping position to pick a part out of a pallet. However, it can be quite difficult to guide it manually to a good orientation. As a result, when the gripper grasps the part it may rotate the part slightly, causing the part to bind in the pallet. The need for orientation accuracy becomes much more crucial when it is being used to define a world model, since any angular error may be multiplied by some long moment arm in the AL program, whereas in a guiding system the process ofgrasping is always spatially localized at the point where the angular error was made.
In order to avoid this difficulty, it is convenient to be able to define frames implicitly as well as explicitly. A suitable way of defining a frame implicitly is to use multiple pointings. The first pointing may define the origin ofthe frame, the second may define one axis of the frame, and the third may define one plane of the frame. In this manner, each pointing determines position only, and there is no need to have orientation accuracy. 
The Bendy Pointer
The manipulator extremity must be provided with some sort of sharp pointer so that it can be used as a precise measuring tool. The pointer must have a shape suitable for reaching into awkward places such as the inside of a screw hole, the interior of a box, and so forth. In order to make the shape of the pointer compatible with all kinds of unforseen obstructions, it is desirable to design a pointer which may be bent by the user into an arbitrary shape. Such a special device will be referred to as a "bendy pointer."
Whenever the user wishes, he may deform the bendy pointer into any new configuration which appears to be convenient for the next pointing operation. Having deformed the pointer, the user must calibrate its new end position by using the pointer to point to a standard fiducial mark at a known location in the laboratory. From the frame of the fiducial and the frame of the gripper, the system can infer the transformation which takes the gripper frame into the bendy pointer. The fiducial mark itself may also be moved around the work station and calibrated by grasping it by the manipulator gripper without the bendy pointer.
A possible refinement to the bendy pointer would be to provide it with some sort of terminal sensor. For example, if the object being measured were metallic, one could construct an electric circuit and measure current through the pointer. Another possibility would be to use some sort of infrared or fluidic device. Adding a sensor would improve the sensitivity oflocating the pointer accurately, but it would also create problems of compatibility with being able to bend the device. For this reason, it will be assumed that there is no terminal sensor, and the user is required to eyeball the positioning.
One way of fabricating a bendy pointer is to have a 6-in length of wire coat hanger protruding from a metal block which is suitably shaped for grasping by the manipulator. Such a pointer is shown in Fig. 5 . Another possibility would be to use a linkage made from two or three thin rods connected by ball joints with clamps. A bead and tendon chain might also be suitable. An alternative to the bendy pointer would be a tool set consisting of an assortment of rigid pointers of commonly useful shapes which could be quickly attached or detached. Whatever type of pointer is used, it must be reasonably rigid under gravity. Prior Art
The idea ofguiding a manipulator to teach it a sequence of motions is well known and in common use at many laboratories and in several commercial products. However, adopting a guiding approach towards the generation of world models as proposed here has not been previously reported.
The idea of using a bendy pointer with a manipulator has not appeared in the literature, although this idea is related to the previous use of a rigid retractable pointer. Such a rigid pointer with a sensing capability was initially installed on the IBM Research manipulator in 1973 as a means for detecting touch with low inertia, a capability which was used, for example, to determine orientation of parts [17] . Subsequent to its installation, this sensing device was frequently used as a pointer to a set offiducial marks in order to verify that the manipulator's calibration had not drifted.
Positioning a mechanical pointer in 3-d space is in some sense analogous to the action of moving and rotating a cursor in a 2-d graphics system. In a 3-d graphics system, the cursor has three translational and three rotational degrees of freedom. While there is no mathematical difficulty in moving a 3-d cursor, there is a substantial human problem in orienting the cursor or even in simply visualizing an oriented frame. One of the authors has dealt with this problem in the context of representing 3-d objects [10] and found it desirable to use implicitly defined frames rather than explicitly defined frames to specify how objects were to be attached; the actual coding of the implicit frame definition routines was done by Roger Evans, who subsequently coded similar routines into the ML language used with the IBM arm [6] . The latter routines are used to specify absolute frames, but there is no notion of subpart hierarchies with affixment relations, and no notion of relative transes.
Conversations with members of the Stanford Hand-Eye project indicate that several people had considered many if not most of these ideas back in 1973, but at that time the need to design and implement AL superseded the need for interactive world model generation.
HYPOTHETICAL PROTOCOLS

Initial State
This section presents hypothetical protocols between the proposed system and a user who wishes to generate the world model corresponding to the tree shown earlier in Fig. 3 . The subpart hierarchy is summarized in Fig. 6 . The reasons for including the fiducial mark, the arm, and the pointer in this hierarchy will become clear later on when the topics of system architecture and display facilities are discussed. At the start, when the system is first turned on, the subpart hierarchy consists only of the objects shown in the first four lines of Fig. 6 .
In The manipulator interlace contains facilities for moving the manipulator under either system or user control and for retrieving the current location of the manipulator for use by the rest of the system. For the latter purpose, the node ARM in the subpart hierarchy always contains the current location of the manipulator. In addition, there are three service modules: a command interpreter, display facilities, and output facilities.
The command interpreter accepts commands typed in from the terminal and translates them into calls on appropriate routines. Most commands have mnemonic text names (e.g., "getdad" to move a cursor from a subpart node to its parent). In addition, many have single character abbreviations (e.g.," A "for "getdad"). A macro facility for stringing together commonly occurring sequences of primitive operations is assumed to be present but will not be discussed in detail in this document, although definitions for some assumed built-in macros will be given.
The display routines update the screen of the user's terminal to reflect the current state of the affixment editor, arithmetic section, and manipulator interface. The input/output facility contains routines for saving and restoring subpart hierarchies in files. In addition, it contains routines for translating a subpart tree into a text file of AL declarations.
Subsequent subparts of this section will describe the display routines and the primitive user commands for invoking the facilities provided by the various modules.
Display Facilities
The display routines are used to provide the user with an up-to-date picture of the current system state. To do this, the display screen is broken into an affixment editor region, an arithmetic region, and a terminal interface region, as is shown in Fig. 7 .
In the affixment editor section, subpart relations are indicated by paragraphing. The type of affixment is indicated by preceding the part name by a "*" for rigid affixment, " " for nonrigid affixment, and 'i--" for independent affixment. Cursor positions are indicated by placing the cursor name on the appropriate line. Finally, the location attributes for each node are indicated in the "at" expression. In the case of rigid or nonrigid affixment, relative position with respect to the parent is printed. For independent affixment, location with respect to the WORLD node is shown. In addition, the affixment editor section displays the contents of the two most recently referenced cursor stacks.
The As mentioned before, cursors are stack structured. This means that typically whenever a new value is assigned to a cursor, the old value is saved away (to a depth of four) where it can be recalled if need be. This facility provides a nice way for a user to recover from errors, as well as to suspend temporarily one editing sequence and go do something else.
The operations shown in Fig. 8 are supplied for modifying the contents of cursors. Here C: has been used to stand for any cursor name.
An additional property of the cursor commands is that they remember the last cursor operated on. If a cursor designation is left off of a command, then the last cursor specified will be used. For instance, "n: A A > " will move the cursor N: so that it points at its great uncle.
Earlier, it was stated that node names need not be unique. Ambiguities may be resolved by naming an ancestor node whose subtree contains only one node with the name in question. In Fig. 7, for Fig. 9 are d to edit the tree structure. The affixment operation is of three kinds: rigid, nonrigid, and independent. In the first two cases, the XF attribute of the node must be set to the current relative position of the node with respect to its new parent, while in the last case, the XF must be set to the current absolute location of the node, i.e., its location relative to WORLD.
One side effect of the way the kill command is defined is that storage for a deleted structure will not be reclaimed until the structure falls out the bottom of the K: stack (i.e., after four deletions). If this should ever get to be a problem, then a "purge the kill stack" operation is easy to add. (In fact, repeating "k: +-k:" three times will flush all but the most recently killed object). Relative location s:-@<node spec> Pushes the XF attribute of the specified node onto the specified stack.
Absolute location s:+ <node spec> Pushes the location of the specified node with respect to WORLD. Store relative @ff<node>-<valuc> Copy the specified value into the XF attribute of the specified node.
Store absolute <node>-<value> Modify the affixment structurc so that the absolute location of the specidied node has the specified value. If one is a scalar and the other is a vector, performs <op> element-wise. If both are vectors, then "+" and "-" give vector sum and difference, and "*" gives vector inner product. If both are transes, then "*" gives product. Save structure save <file name> Saves the structure pointed to by N: the file specified by <file name>. Has no effect on the affixment editor data structures.
Restore structure load <file name> Reads the structure stored the named file into the affixment editor's menory. Causes N: to point at the newly read structure, which is affixed as an independent subpart of WORLD, The previous value of N: is pushed.
AL code emission al <file name>
Translates the structure pointed to by N: into a corresponding set of AL declarations and writes the text into the specified file. Has no effect on the affixment editor data structures. stack value is popped into the line editor without affecting the 0: stack. Except for nodes whose immediate parent is WORLD or which are independently affixed, absolute locations are not directly available in the affixment editor's data structure. However, the required computation is very straightforward.
A somewhat similar problem arises when storing away the absolute location of a node, since nonindependent nodes keep the relative location with respect to their parent node. Here, the effect desired in asserting that a node N has a new absolute location X is implicitly to update the absolute location of all nonindependent descendents of N. Also, if N is rigidly affixed to its parent, then the absolute location of the latter must also be updated.
The arithmetic operations which are provided are shown in Fig. 11 . Here, S: is used to stand for either A: or B:, S: [O] refers to the top element of stack S:, S: [1] refers to the next element down, and so forth.
All these operations pop their operands off the stack, perform the computation, and then push the result. As with cursors, the name of the last arithmetic stack referred to is remembered and will be used as a default in subsequent stack operations.
Manipulator Interface
The manipulator interface provides the user with facilities for making controlled motions of the manipulator. The principal data structures employed are the nodes ARM and POINTER provided in the affixment data structure, and the cursors M: and R:, which are used to request computercontrolled motions of the manipulator. The primitive commands involved are given in Fig. 12 .
As was mentioned earlier, the current location of the manipulator is assumed to be always present in ARM. In actual practice, it is rather inconvenient to do this while the manipulator is being moved. Therefore, it is assumed that the value-is only updated at times when the system is at a convenient place, such as at the top of its command interpretation loop. Such a policy is unlikely to cause any difficulties for the user.
It is unlikely that the joy command would be implemented at Stanford, where manual positioning is used instead. The command is included to give some indication of where a joystick would fit into such a system.
Input/Output Facility
This module contains routines for saving subpart trees onto a file and for reading saved structures back into the affixment editor. This allows the user to spread his work over several terminal sessions without having to recreate the entire structure each time. In addition, a routine is provided to translate a subpart tree into AL declarations, using the hierarchy to produce unambiguous names. The input/ output commands are given in Fig. 13 .
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
The proposed pointing system could be implemented in a minicomputer with at most 16k words ofmemory. However, at the Stanford University Artificial Intelligence Laboratory it is substantially easier to implement, modify, and use a pointing system on the large time-sharing system. The only portion of the design which inherently assumes that this system would be used is the line-edit feature in the arithmetic section.
A preliminary version of the system has been implemented in SAIL [20] using record structures for the subpart hierarchy, and using available display primitives. The preliminary version, called POINTY, uses a symbolic debugger, BAIL [21] , for command scanning. With BAIL, instead of the command syntax described earlier, users type SAIL procedure calls which are then interpreted.
The authors do not wish to be accused of succumbing to the Mikado syndrome which consists of saying that since the implementation is as good as done, for all practical purposes it is done, and if it's done, why not say so? [22] . On the other hand, it should be stressed that whether or not the full system proposed here is actually ever implemented, tests with the preliminary version demonstrate the feasibility of generating object models in a reasonably simple manner. What otherwise might have been a serious drawback to the use of high-level languages for manipulation has been shown, therefore, not to be a serious problem at all.
CONCLUSION
This paper has addressed the topic of generating object models for programs in a high-level manipulator language. An interactive system was proposed in which the manipulator itselfis used as a measuring tool in three dimensions. One component in this system is a bendy pointer whose deformation may be calibrated against a known fiducial mark. Hypothetical protocols involving such a system were presented, as well as details about the design of the underlying software.
Such a system would materially speed up the process of generating world models for AL programs. Most of the proposed system could be adapted for other methods of pointing or for other high-level manipulation languages. The system could be expanded to permit additional descriptive data about objects, or to keep track of a sequence of world models as a new means of specifying an assembly procedure.
A preliminary version of the system has been implemented and tested. This preliminary system demonstrates that specifying object models can be a much easier process than might otherwise have been believed.
APPENDIX: A SUBSET OF AL
The summary of AL which appears in this appendix is a highly condensed version of a portion of the material contained in [2] . As such, it represents the research of the authors of [2] Fig. 14(a) . There is also a set of keyword operations as listed in Fig. 14(b) . The At any point in the assembly sequence, the program may specify that two frames are affixed. The relevant command is AFFIX partirame TO object-frame BY relative-trans rigidity -specification. The relative transformation is object frame -+ part-frame.
If the by clause is present, this transformation is given the designated name. Otherwise, the system invents a temporary trans variable for it. Ifthe rigidity specification is RIGIDLY, then subsequent motion ofeither the part frame or the object frame will cause the other one to be updated. If the rigidity specification is absent, the motion ofthe object frame carries the part frame along, but the reverse is not true. Affixment is undone by the command UNFIX partlrame FROM object-rame. It should be noted that neither AFFIX nor UNFIX involve manipulator actions; they simply modify affixment graph structures.
Associated with the frame of each object is a deproach frame, through which the manipulator moves during motion approaching or departing from the specified object. Deproach frames may be set by the command ASSERT FORM (DEPROACH, framename, relative-trans).
If a deproach has not been specified, the system searches through the affixment graph to determine a reasonable deproach. 
